"Corona Virus (COVID19) is 'known' to be a result of excess 5G EMF Radiation Exposure"

Did you know that...?

- The highest concentration of 5G was rolled out in Wuhan (China), Italy, Spain and now in the USA. Is it a coincidence there have been so many deaths blamed on this corona virus (COVID-19)? China is back on their feet while the rest of the world is in lockdown. WHY?
- There have been no independent scientific studies on the long term exposure to 5G radiation. Why are these 5G towers installed above hospitals and on top of shopping centres? Why are they placed above schools and universities affecting our future generations?
- 5G is scientifically known to compromise oxygen supply, affecting the ageing population mostly and those who have underlining health issues. It's becoming more evident that COVID19 is being used as a scapegoat for 5G effects on nature, animals (bees/birds) & humans.
- The corona virus is simply the common cold. Medical textbooks say so, as it is easily killed by heat (eg drinking hot tea).
- There are many countries that have halted the 5G roll out due to health concerns, demanding more evidence to prove its safety (which can't be done without the research). The most recent on this list are Slovenia and Byron Bay (Australia).
- During this lockdown of society, to help stop the spread of corona virus, there are plans to have 5G transmitters installed nationally (and globally), without your ‘knowledge’ or ‘consent’. Look to see what new activity is being installed or upgraded on existing towers.
- Evidence shows that 5G is THE PROBLEM, not the corona virus that is being blamed. Much more die from the seasonal flu, heart disease or road fatalities than this corona virus. However we are scared into believing that the corona virus is the problem.

History has shown a strong correlation between EMF radiation and effects on people, examples being:

- In 1918 radio telecommunications were deployed = Spanish Flu
- In 1940s radar technology was deployed = Influenza Epidemic
- In 1968 installation of satellites = Hong Kong Flu H3N2
- In 2003 3G was deployed = SARS Epidemic
- In 2009 4G was deployed = H1N1 Epidemic
- In 2019 5G being deployed = COVID19 Epidemic

So it is true to say that each time there is a leap in electrification of the earth, sickness of society soon follows.

What can you do?

- Research and learn about 5G Towers/signals (eg. No WIFI in Schools / Stop 5G Australia / Australians for Safe Technology / Dangers of 5G / EMF Protection Clothing / 5G Summit / etc...)
- TURN OFF your modem WIFI function and hardwire your devices/computer, where possible. Turn off WIFI overnight when sleeping as this can make a huge difference.
- Learn about EMF meters which measure harmful invisible waves (units such as the Tenmor TM-190 or Cornet ED88TPlus or Trifield TF2 or Acousiimeter AM-10 are some models you can buy)
- Download free apps such as ‘Aus Phone Towers’ & ‘WiFi Analyser’ - search for local towers to learn where 5G has been rolled out.
- Refuse to upgrade to a 5G ready devices - set mobiles to 3G under mobile phone settings for safer operation.
- Look at ways to limit EMF Radiation exposure around you eg Earthing / Faraday Cage

Say NO to 5G rolling out in our country - email and phone the federal and state governments, local councils, media outlets (TV, radio, newspapers), schools, sign petitions, share this information with your neighbours, family, friends, bring more awareness to the community on this topic. Do not expect our governments / agencies to do the right thing by us when there are $$$ involved.

Say NO to any corona virus vaccine and RFID chip (which will track your movement like livestock) until you do your research on its safety...